Find Industrial Training for Engineering Students

UNSW Careers and UNSW Engineering have teamed up to bring Engineering students the secrets for securing meaningful Industrial Training (IT). As an Engineering student*, you must complete Industrial Training as a part of your degree.

Securing placement can often be competitive and tricky to navigate. The Find Industrial Training seminar series will provide tips and advice for students to ensure a rewarding placement experience!

The Industrial Training Process

WK1 THU 21 FEB 2019

Make sure you're on top of the new Industrial Training process from preparation to completion with our process workshop. Learn about the application process, unpaid placements and insurance, employer evaluations and how to develop your final report.

Register
How to Find Industrial Training

WK3 MON 4 MAR 2019

Cut through the competition with our workshop designed to guide your placement search. Learn how to research your industry, proactively build a professional network, and make use of strategies to create Industrial Training opportunities.

Register

*Only Undergraduate and 8621 Masters Engineering students are required to complete Industrial Training. Biomedical Engineering students are not required to complete Industrial Training.

Frequently Asked Questions

Is it for me?

As an Engineering student* at UNSW you must complete a minimum of 60 days of approved Industrial Training. The process of sourcing valuable Industrial Training can often be highly competitive. If you're yet to secure Industrial Training as a part of your degree the Find Industrial Training event series is a must!

*Only Undergraduate and 8621 Masters Engineering students are required to complete Industrial Training. Biomedical Engineering students are not required to complete Industrial Training.

How do I find more information about Industrial Training?

Visit UNSW Engineering's Industrial Training homepage for more information, rules and guidelines to Industrial Training.